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Abstract
We reconsider the endogenous choice of delegation to a manager by two down-
stream rms in both a Cournot and a Bertrand vertical market with network
e ects. An upstream monopolist charges a two-part tari for a crucial input.
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1 Introduction

We aim at identifying the drivers of the choice to hire a manager by two rms
competing either à la Cournot or à la Bertrand and o ering network goods on
a downstream market. They are assumed to be involved in centralized Nash
bargaining with an upstream supplier, which de nes the equilibrium two-part
tari consisting in a linear wholesale price and an upfront xed-fee.1 Decisions
on the retail market can be taken directly by stockholders within owner-managed
(i.e., entrepreneurial) rms or, rather, can be delegated from stockholders to
professional managers. The nature of the rm, entrepreneurial or managerial, is
non-cooperatively chosen by stockholders at a pre-play stage of a game. At the
following stages, the bargaining process, and then quantity or price competition,
occur.
This paper relates to several research streams. It considers the issue of

the endogenous choice of delegating control to a manager brought out in lit-
erature on managerial incentives (Basu, 1995; Lambertini, 2000; Matsumura
and Matsushima, 2012; Delbono et al., 2016),2 that of bargaining in oligopoly
with vertical relationships starting with Correa-López and Naylor (2004) and re-
cently getting renewed attention (Alipranti et al., 2014; Basak and Wang, 2016;
Aghadadashli et. al., 2016; Kitamura et al., 2017; Yoshida, 2017),3 and litera-
ture on network externalities (Katz and Shapiro, 1985 and 1994).4 According
to the established literature, hiring a manager at no (or negligible) cost is the
symmetric equilibrium choice in both a Cournot and a Bertrand duopoly since
it allows rms to strategically commit to a more aggressive market conduct in
the former and a less aggressive conduct in the latter. This causes the equi-
librium under delegation to be pro t detrimental (a prisoner dilemma) under
Cournot and pro t-enhancing under Bertrand with respect to the equilibrium
under no-delegation. While endogenous delegation has been studied under the
assumption of independent rms (or perfectly competitive input markets) so
far, it is worth being investigated when competing downstream rms trade with
an upstream supplier in a vertically related market. In order to do that, we
develop a model in which vertical pricing for a key input entails a two-part tar-
i determined through centralized bargaining.5 Moreover, we assume that the

1See Basak and Wang (2016, f.note 2) and literature therein for a justi cation of cen-
tralized bargaining. See also Ronchi and di Mauro (2017) for an analysis of centralized vs.
decentralized bargaining across European countries.

2 Literature on managerial incentives focuses on delegation from rm stockholder to her
manager through an observable incentive-compatible contract. The latter acts as a strategic
device letting rm exploit the advantage to commit to non-pro t maximizing behavior. See
Fershtman and Judd (1987) and Sklivas (1987) for analyses under both quantity and price
competition.

3 See the empirical studies by Draganska et al. (2010) and Haucap et al. (2013) which
estimate the bargaining power distribution between manufacturers and retailers.

4 Literature on network externalities (or network e ects) captures the ideas that the value
users gain from a good increases with the expected size of the network of users and that
consumers’ expectations are ful lled at equilibrium. See also Amir and Lazzati (2011) and
Suleymanova and Wey (2012) in this regard.

5Wage bargaining under exogenous managerial delegation has been rst examined by Szy-
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downstream rms o er two varieties of a network good, the demand of which
exhibits network externalities. In this framework, we assess the role of both
centralized bargaining and demand-side characteristics (the intensity of both
network e ects and product substitutability) in driving the delegation rms’
choices. Centralized bargaining is shown to a ect the Cournot equilibrium in
leading no rm to hire a manager regardless of the demand-side parameters,
which contrasts with the equilibrium with symmetric delegation obtained in
the case of independent rms. Conversely, both centralized bargaining and the
interplay between the demand-side parameters matter in shaping rms’ incen-
tive towards delegation under Bertrand, which may lead both rms either to
delegate or not to delegate control to managers.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the model and discusses

the main results. Section 3 concludes.

2 The model

An upstream monopolist, rm U , supplies two retailers, rm 1 and rm 2, of a
critical input. The latter are charged a per-unit price wi and an upfront xed-fee
Fi (i = 1, 2), which constitute a two-part tari determined through centralized
bargaining. Technology requires one unit of input for one unit of output and
implies constant marginal costs normalized to zero for both input and output
production. The retailers compete by facing the following inverse demand for a
di erentiated network good, as in Hoernig (2012):6

pi = 1 + n (yi + yj) xi xj (1)

(i,j = 1, 2; j = i), where pi and xi denote, respectively, the retail price and
output of each variety, yi is the consumers’ expectation about rm i’s network
size, with n [0, 1) measuring the intensity of the network externality and

[0, 1) the degree of substitutability between the two varieties.
Firm U ’s and rm i’s pro ts are respectively:

U =
2

i=1

(wixi + Fi) (2)

and
i = (pi wi)xi Fi (3)

manski (1994) who showed how it leads rms to act more like pro t-maximizers. Moreover, a
more recent strand of literature has introduced bargaining over the terms of the managerial
contracts (e.g., van Witteloostuijn et al., 2007).

6This demand function derives from maximization of the following quadratic util-

ity function of a representative consumer: U = (xi + xj)
x2i + x

2
j + 2 xixj

2
+

n (yi + yj)xi + (yj + yi) xj
y2i + 2 yiyj + y

2
j

2
+m, where m denotes consumption of

a numeraire good.
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Following Fershtman and Judd (1987) and Sklivas (1987), we de ne rm i’s
managerial objective function:

Mi = i i + (1 i) pixi (4)

where the weight i attached to revenues identi es an observable incentive-
compatible contract, i.e. the degree of discretion assigned by each pro t-maximizer
owner to her manager. When i < 1 ( i > 1), the manager is rewarded (pe-
nalized) for revenues’ maximization and behaves more (less) aggressively on the
product market as compared to the pro t-maximizing case, which is recovered
when i = 1.7

The game runs as follows. At the rst stage, each retailer chooses on a pro t-
maximizing basis to behave as a managerial rm (M) or an entrepreneurial rm
(E). At the second stage, the xed and the linear part of the wholesale price
are determined as Nash solutions of centralized bargaining, while delegation (if
any) and Cournot or Bertrand competition occur at the last stages. We search
backwards for the subgame perfect equilibrium supporting being managerial
or entrepreneurial as rm i’s equilibrium choice, under the further assumption
that, within delegating rms, managerial incentives a ect the retailing choices
made by managers, while only the pro t-maximizing owners are involved in the
bargaining process.8 This requires to work out the equilibrium outcomes under
symmetric delegation (MM), unilateral delegation (ME or EM) and symmetric
no-delegation (EE), identifying in these settings the solutions with respect to
wi and Fi which derive from maximization of the following Nash product:

2

i=1

(wixi + Fi)

b 2

i=1

((pi wi)xi Fi)

1 b

where b [0, 1] measures the bargaining power of the upstream supplier relative
to the retailers’, b = 1 (b = 0) implying that the contractual terms are set by
the upstream rm (downstream rms).

Nash product’s maximization with respect to Fi yields the following solution:9

Fi =
1

2
b

2

i=1

(pi wi)xi (1 b)
2

i=1

wixi (5)

7 In a standard context with independent retailers (see Fershtman and Judd, 1987), the
incentive equilibrium in the quantity and the price game respectively entails i < 1 and
i > 1 .
8 Indeed, we assume that rm owners are involved in the bargaining process which iden-

ti es the wholesale tari , while price or output decisions are delegated to managers. This
assumption is consistent with the strand of strategic delegation literature dealing with long-
run decisions kept by owners for themselves, the choice of the input price in our model, and
short-run (product market) decisions made by managers. See as further examples Mitrokostas
and Petrakis (2014) and Barcena-Ruiz and Casado-Izaga (2005), where R&D investments and
rms’ locations are respectively conceived as long-run decisions made by owners, while man-
agers choose the market variables.

9We assume that Fi can be negative, which implies that the upstream monopolist subsidizes
downstream production via wholesale pricing, as common in this literature.
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while wi is derived in each setting as a Nash solution after substituting (5) in
the Nash product.

2.1 The Cournot game

2.1.1 Symmetric delegation

Both rms delegate output decisions to their managers facing the inverse de-
mand in (1). At the downstream market stage, maximization of Mi in (4) by
rm i’s manager yields, under the ful lled expectation condition yi = xi,10 the
optimal output:

xi =
(1 iwi) (2 n) (1 n) (1 jwj)

(2 n (1 n)) (2 n+ (1 n))

Pro t-maximization by owner i yields the following solution of the delegation
stage:

i =
2(1 n)((1 n)2 2+(2 n)(1 n)(1 wj) +(2 n)(3n 2 2wi(2 n)))+(2 n)2(n(1 wj) +2(wi(2 n) n))

(1 n)(2(2 n) (1 n) 2+ (2 n))(2(2 n) (1 n) 2 (2 n))wi

The Nash solutions of the bargaining process are:

c|wMM
i =

((2 n) + (1 n))

2 (1 + ) (2 n)

c|FMM
i =

(b (2 n) (1 + ) + (n 2 (1 n)))

4 (1 n) (2 n) (1 + )2

At equilibrium we get c|
MM
i = (2 n)( (1 n) n)

(1 n)(2 n+ (1 n)) , with c|
MM
i < 1, as in a

context with no vertical relationship, regardless of and n.
Retailers’ pro ts and the other equilibrium market variables are as follows:

c| MM
i =

1 b

4 (1 + ) (1 n)

xi =
1

2 (1 + ) (1 n)
(6)

pi =
1

2
(7)

U =
b

2 (1 + ) (1 n)
(8)

10This condition implies that the consumers’ expectations of market size equal the market
output at equilibrium.
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2.1.2 Unilateral delegation

We assume that rm i is managerial and rm j is entrepreneurial (i,j = 1,2;
j = i). At the last stage, Mi’s and j ’s maximization yields the following
solutions:

xi =
2 n (1 n) 1w1 (2 n) + w2 (1 n)

(2 n (1 n)) (2 n+ (1 n))
(9)

xj =
2 n (1 n) w2 (2 n) + 1w1 (1 n)

(2 n (1 n)) (2 n+ (1 n))
(10)

Firm i’s optimal choice at the delegation stage is:

i =
(1 n)((1 n)2(1 w2)

2 (2 n)(1 n)(1+w1) +n(2 n)(1 w2)) (2 n)2(n w1(2 n))

2(1 n)(2 n)(2 n 2(1 n))w1

The Nash bargaining solutions are as follows, each superscript denoting the role
(M or E) played by that rm and by its rival:

c|wME
i =

(2 n+ (1 n))

2 (1 + ) (2 n)

c|wEMj =
(1 n) n

2 (1 + ) (1 n)

c|FME
i = c|FEMj = 2b(1 n)(2 n)(1+ ) (1 n)2 2+(2 n)(n 2(1 n) )

8(2 n)(1 n)2(1+ )2
.

The equilibrium incentive parameter is : c|
ME
i =c|

MM
i = (2 n)( (1 n) n)

(1 n)(2 n+ (1 n)) ,
whereas the retailers’ pro ts are:

c| ME
i = (2 3n)(2 n) (1 n)( (1 n) 2(2 n)) 2(1 n)(2 n)(1+ )b

8(2 n)(1 n)2(1+ )2

c| EM
j = (2 n)((2 n)+2(1 n) )+(1 n)2 2 2(1 n)(2 n)(1+ )b

8(1 n)2(2 n)(1+ )2

with the other equilibrium market variables as in (6-8).

2.1.3 Symmetric no-delegation

By assuming that both rms are entrepreneurial, we obtain the solution of the
last stage:

xi =
(1 wi) (2 n) (1 n) (1 wj)

(2 n (1 n)) (2 n+ (1 n))

Bargaining yields the following solutions:

c|wEEi =
(1 n) n

2 (1 + ) (1 n)

c|FEEi =
n+ b (1 n) (1 b) (1 n)

4 (1 n)
2
(1 + )

2
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so that the equilibrium retailers’ pro ts are:

c| EE
i =

1 b

4 (1 + ) (1 n)

while the other equilibrium market variables are as in (6-8).

2.1.4 The endogenous choice of delegation

By moving backwards to the rst stage, we search for rm i’s optimal choice
between (M) and (E). We rst compare the equilibrium outcomes across the
subgames, introducing the following corollary and proposition.

Corollary 1 The equilibrium market variables (output, prices and rm U’s
pro ts) are the same regardless of b, , n and rm i’s structure. The following
rankings of the two-part tari terms apply:

c|wEEi = c| wEMi < c| wME
i = c| wMM

i ; c|FMM
i < c| FME

i = c| FEMi <c| FEEi

Proposition 1. EE is the equilibrium in dominant strategies of the Cournot
game, regardless of b, and n.

Proof .

The following inequality proves the above proposition:

c| MM
i c| EM

i = c| ME
i c| EE

i = n(2 n)+ 2(1 n)2

8(1 n)2(2 n)(1+ )2
0

2.2 The Bertrand game

By standard procedure, we solve the model when rms compete in prices, facing
the following direct demand (i, j = 1, 2, j = i):

xi =
(1 ) + nyi 1

2 pi + pj

1 2

We compare the equilibrium two-part tari s and retailers’ pro ts (included in
the Appendix), besides the other equilibrium market variables, in Corollary 2
and Proposition 2.

Corollary 2 Output, prices and rm U’s pro ts are equivalent in Bertrand and
Cournot (eqts. 6-8 ), regardless of b, , n and rm i’s structure. The rankings
over the two-part tari s’ terms are as follows:

a) if f (n, ) > 0
b|wMM

i =b| wME
i <b| wEMi =b| wEEi ; b|FEEi <b| FME

i = b| FEMi < b| FMM
i
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b) if f (n, ) 0

b|wEEi =b| wEMi b| wME
i =b| wMM

i ; b|FMM
i b| FME

i =b| FEMi b| FEEi

where f (n, ) = 2 n (2 n) identi es the curve depicted over the plane (n, )

in Figure 1 and i = 1,2. We also get b|
MM
i = b|

ME
i =

( n)((2 n 2))
(1 n)(2 n ) , with

b|
MM
i = b|

ME
i > 1 and b|

MM
i =b|

ME
i 1 respectively in case a) and case

b).11

Figure 1

Proposition 2. Under Bertrand, MM (EE) is the equilibrium in dominant
strategies as long as f (n, ) > 0 ( f (n, ) < 0). The two equilibria coexist when
f (n, ) = 0. This holds regardless of any b.

Proof .

Consider the pro t di erentials:

b| MM
i b| EM

i = b| ME
i b| EE

i =
(1 )( 2 n(2 n))

8(1+ )(1 n)2(2 n 2)

Let =
(1 )( 2 n(2 n))

8(1+ )(1 n)2(2 n 2)
. Clearly, sign [ ] = sign [f (n, )], so that in

the region above (below) the curve in Figure 1, > 0 ( < 0), and MM
(EE) is sustained as a unique equilibrium, with MM and EE coexisting along
the curve.
11Hoernig (2012) rst demonstrated that the Fershtman and Judd (1987)’s result that i >

1 under price competition can be reversed due to network e ects.
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2.3 Discussion

Our model has shown how centralized bargaining over a two-part tari , by en-
tailing maximization of the entire industry’s pro ts, determines a unit wholesale
price which is the higher, the tougher the competitive pressure between retail-
ers. This e ect has been shown to interact with the demand-side parameters
and n in delivering the main results. Increasing n, indeed, yields increasing

advantages from competing aggressively on the retail market, regardless of the
mode of competition.12 Such e ect pushes rms competing à la Cournot, which
are induced to behave aggressively under delegation, to further strengthen retail
rivalry. The output expansion induced by both delegation and network e ects,
however, lets wi increase, which hurts rms’ pro ts and, despite a reduction of
Fi, leads owner i not to hire a manager.
In contrast to Cournot, Bertrand delegation can lead rms to soften retail

competition, so that the e ect of increasing n can go in the opposite direction
with respect to that induced by delegation. This occurs when f (n, ) > 0, case
in which owner i hires a manager to gain a market advantage by limiting its
aggressiveness and paying a lower wi with respect to no-delegation. The same
forces induce rms not to delegate when f (n, ) < 0 and delegation translates in
greater rm aggressiveness, thus higher wi, than under no-delegation. Hiring a
manager turns out to be the equilibrium for any n, provided that is su ciently
high, which captures the higher advantages from reducing downstream rivalry
through delegation in a highly competitive environment. When n increases over
[0, 1), delegation lets rms exploit the increasing advantages from greater rivalry,
making rms more aggressive than under no-delegation at progressively higher
values of . This also makes the equilibrium with entrepreneurial rms more
likely, due to the higher wi charged to high-producing rms.13

3 Concluding remarks

We have investigated the downstream rms’ decision to hire a manager in a
vertical structure when consumers’ preferences exhibit network externalities.
By applying the Nash bargaining solution to determine the equilibrium two-
part tari charged by an upstream supplier, we have shown that the presence of
network e ects under Cournot does not a ect the downstream rms’ equilibrium
choices, which consist in behaving as entrepreneurial (non-delegating) rms.
This is in sharp contrast to earlier research. Conversely, the interplay between
the strength of network e ects and the degree of product di erentiation has been

12This is due to the prevailing positive e ect on rms’ pro ts of more aggressive conduct
caused by consumers’ expectations over the negative e ect caused by increased rms’ rivalry,
as pointed out by Pal (2014) in a scenario without delegation.
13 In a framework without bargaining and linear wholesale pricing, wi is independent of the

demand of inputs from retailers, thus the forces pushing towards hiring a manager are asso-
ciated only with the downstream advantages of delegation. As in the case with independent
rms, MM is the equilibrium strategy under both Cournot and Bertrand, regardless of n and
.
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shown to matter in determining the rms’ equilibrium choices in the Bertrand
game, which can entail both symmetric delegation and symmetric no-delegation,
depending on whether rms behave more or less aggressively under delegation
than under no-delegation. The role of centralized bargaining in delivering such
results is crucial since it determines the conditions under which higher or lower
aggressiveness induced by delegation causes per-unit input prices to respectively
increase and decrease, thus a ecting rms’ pro ts and the equilibrium outcome.
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Appendix
The equilibrium terms of the two-part tari s and rms’ pro ts in the Bertrand

framework, with i = 1, 2, are as follows:

b|wMM
i = (2 n )

2(2 n 2) b|wEEi = n
2(1 n)

b|FMM
i =

(n 2+ ) b(n 2+ 2)
4(1+ )(1 n)(2 n 2) b|FEEi = b(1 n) +n

4(1+ )(1 n)2

b| MM
i = 1 b

4(1+ )(1 n) b| EE
i = 1 b

4(1+ )(1 n)

b|wME
i = (2 n )

2(2 n 2)
; b|wEMi = n

2(1 n)

b|FME
i =b| FEMi =

(2(2 2) 2n(3 n 2))b+ 3 (2n 1) 2 (2 n)2 +n(2 n)

8(1+ )(1 n)2(2 n 2)

b| ME
i =

(2 n)(n( 3)+2) 3+(2n 1) 2 (2(1 n)(2 n 2))b
8(1+ )(1 n)2(2 n 2)

b| EM
i =

2( 3)+n2 2 n(1 )+(2 n)2 (2(1 n)(2 n 2))b
8(1+ )(1 n)2(2 n 2)
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